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    Opening up trade between the UK and Iraq 



  More than a decade since the departure of its former regime, 
Iraq is once again at a historic point in its development as a    
nation. 

Iraq’s import demand is projected to 
increase 150% by 2020. 

  Major building programmes 
are under way to provide new 
highways, Schools, hospitals, 
homes, railways and ports    
for the new Iraq. After years        
of embargo’s and sanctions,     
the country's full economic  
development is now its most 
Important challenge. Iraq’s 
economy is set to become one 
of the fastest growing in the 
world over the next ten years.                                            
 
 

According to the UKTI (UK 
Trade and Investment) Iraq’s 
GDP growth rate for 2015 is 
forecast at around 8.6 per cent 
largely fuelled by a fast  devel-
oping hydrocarbons sector 
which is generating around $8 
billion a month in oil revenues. 
On the back of this sizeable 
wealth stream, Iraq’s import 
demand is projected to         
increase 150 per cent by 2020. 
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  According to the IMF (International Monetary Fund), 

Iraq is projected to grow faster than China very soon 

and it is a market ripe for UK companies across a    

multitude of sectors. There is an increasing appetite 

for British products in the country and the quality that 

is associated with these products is now highly sought 

after.  

  British companies are especially well placed to     
capitalise on trading opportunities with Iraq, given 
the significant historical and cultural ties that existed    
between the UK and Iraq. It is the United Kingdom’s   
solid reputation for quality and transparent business 
practices that has given us these opportunities and 
the British government wants to see British         
companies play a significant role in the reconstruc-
tion of Iraq’s essential infrastructure and some British firms are already active in Iraq in a 
range of sectors, including power, Oil & Gas, water, health, telecommunications,             
construction and education and training. 
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  There is still significant unlocked trading potential between the UK and Iraq and so we 

decided to establish a virtual “gateway” through which the trade can flow and we have 

called it the Iraq-UK gateway.  

  The Iraq UK Gateway was established to facilitate business to 

business transactions by providing the Iraqi companies with 

credible access to the UK industry, sourcing high quality     

products as well as approaching established businesses to   

promote the largely untapped potential for Iraq-British           

cooperation. We are able to offer British businesses a   gateway 

to explore new business opportunities and to expand their 

markets internationally. Iraq has all the components and       

national will and determination to become one of the richest 

and most successful growing economies in the world. We are certain that we can work 

with both sides to overcome the challenges that exist and are well placed to encourage 

greater participation and engagement by British business in Iraq's fast growing economy. 

Our aim is to increase the flow of trade 
between the UK and Iraq 
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We are currently the exclusive representative in Iraq for the following companies  :  

  

 

 

 
T: +44 (0)1513240567 | M: +44 (0)7846655495               | M: +964 (0)7801000972                 | Twitter: @IraqUKGateway  

 Skype :  iraq-uk-gateway  | E-mail : Contact@iraq-uk-gateway.co.uk  | Web : www.Iraq-UK-Gateway.co.uk 
 

 We look forward to hearing from UK businesses who are 
interested in exploring new opportunities and expanding 
their markets internationally and we are also keen to hear 
from Iraqi businesses who are interested in accessing the 
UK industry and want to source high quality, great value 
British products through our highly regarded and trusted 
gateway. We are more than happy to discuss other associated business opportunities that 
you think fit our vision so please do contact us by phone, Skype, Twitter or email using the 
contact details below : 
 

Threading inserts 

for Oil & Gas        

services  

Air compressors 

and dryers      

spare parts 

Multiwall & Solid     

Polycarbonate 
LED lightning          

solutions  

Iraq UK Gateway is a limited British company and a member of Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, U.K  

http://www.iraq-uk-gateway.co.uk/
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 Posithread was established in 1986 to manufacture 
and grind carbide Inserts specifically for the threading 
market. Posithread utilises the unique technology in 
the manufacture of formed electroplated Diamond Wheels  allowing us the flexibility to 
mass produce standard and bespoke threading inserts within fine tolerances. 
 
Over the last ten years Posithread has expanded, introducing new threading product lines 
and now incorporates the manufacture of Oilfield Premium Threads under License to : 
VAM, JFE, TENARIS, NIPPON STEEL. 
 
Posithread inserts are designed and manufactured on site by a staff of highly trained 
grinding technicians, utilising state-of-the-art 5 axis profile grinders as well as creep feed 
technology, and 25 years of amassed Profile Grinding techniques. 
 
Posithread threading knowledge pooled together over a quarter of a century of produc-
tion is now second to none, moving the company into new areas of the Global Market. 
 
Posithread manufacturing expertise and the support given by our global sales team has 
become a winning combination for our worldwide customer base. The recognition and 
success within the oil and gas industry has gained Posithread acceptance into worldwide 
markets. Since then the company has been approved to manufacture premium threads, 
and have license agreements with Hunting’s, Tenaris and NS Connections.  
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Vastly Experienced : Posithread has acquired a vast 
knowledge and experience of our industry and the needs of its clients and customers. The 
Company's focus is an ever improving quality of service and product. 
 
Oil and Gas Licences : Posithread holds a VAM licence and other Oil & Gas licences for 
nearly a decade, all its products are manufactured to the finest tolerances. 
 
Unbeatable Service : Posithread offers an unbeatable service. With an extensive range of 
ISO, BS, DIN, UN, WHITWORTH, ANSI, ASME inserts. Posithread provides support and     
solutions for individual threading applications. The company has customer support net-
work of experienced technical sales engineers and business managers to excellent custom-
er support to its clients.  
 
Fast Turnaround : Quality and your time are paramount. Therefore, the company strives 
to provide the finest quality product delivered to you in the quickest time possible. 

Special Solutions : Posithread provides special solutions for threading and grooving which 
can eliminate operations and drastically reduce cycle times.  

Posithread is the “Specials Specialists” and are ready to take on the challenge of solving 
your threading application problems with optimal solutions. For your requirements, tender 
pricing or general enquiries, feel free to contact our exclusive agent for Iraq: The Iraq UK 
Gateway.  



 

 
 

Steadvale Air Systems Ltd UK (S.A.S.) was established in 
1979 and is now one of the country’s leading independ-
ent providers of Compressor / Dryer servicing, spare 
parts supply and allied activities.  
 
The S.A.S. Head Office and Factory is a modern, purpose 
built 38,000 square feet facility of warehousing and  manufacturing plant. It is home to a 
diverse parts inventory, as well as holding large stocks of complete machines, which are 
available for supply. S.A.S Ltd supply spares all over the world via our Export Division, the-
se spares range from consumable spare’s to major hardware components such as cylin-
ders, pistons, piston rods, crankshafts and piston rods.  
 
S.A.S Ltd also has a valve manufacturing facility which supplies new valve assemblies and 
it also incorporates a refurbishment facility which enables us to refurbish valves on a ser-
vice exchange basis.  
 
In order to fully support the Servicing business, S.A.S. has all of the necessary facilities 
available in its factory. These include:-  
 
Comprehensive Stock of Fully Compressor Packages or Bare Pumps / Comprehensive 
Spares Stock for a whole range of Compressors and Dryers / Stock of Refurbished and New 
Non-Consumable parts, e.g. Cylinders / Cylinder Machining / Relining Section / Inter - 
After Cooler tube stack overhauling and re-tubing Capability / Service Exchange Scheme 
for Refurbished parts, Valves & Tube stacks /CNC & Manual Machining facilities.  
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The philosophy of S.A.S. Ltd is to keep pace with the lat-
est technology and Market developments. We also train 
newer employees in the servicing of older, perhaps out 
of production machinery, which is still operational 
throughout the U.K.  
 
We currently maintain and provide spare parts, on a Contract or ad-hoc basis in excess of 
300 Servicing Contracts for Compressors & Air Dryers in the UK and offshore. Machine 
types covered by these include:-  
 
Compair Broomwade/ Gardner Denver/ Belliss & Morcom Domnick Hunter/ Almig/ Gard-
ner Denver / Belliss & Morcom (i.e. WH100H3N , WH28H3N WH29H3N WH40H3N)/ 
Josef Mehrer/ Burnett & Lewis/ Delair/ Deltech/ Pal / PPC/ Joy/ Hankinson/ Domnick 
Hunter/ Ingersoll Rand/ Hankison/ Bryan Donkin/Atlas Copco/ Aga Cryo/ Sullivan/ Ham-
worthy/ Williams & James. 
 
The future of S.A.S. is based on our ability to provide Compressor Packages, Quality Parts, 
Service & Delivery at competitive prices. The company has invested in accurate inspec-
tion & Test Equipment, which combined with a Certificated Quality Management System, 
ensures that all S.A.S. parts and services are provided to the highest possible standard.  
 
For your requirements, tender pricing, or general enquiries, please feel free to contact 
our exclusive agent for Iraq: The Iraq UK Gateway.  
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organisations like British Gas, British Police, John Lewis Partnership, NHS Trust, Leicester 
Council, as well as many independent companies to highlight their diversity. 
 
BritLED works in direct partnership with the 4th largest LED manufacturer SEOUL SEMI-
CONDUCTOR with a turnover of $1billion and growing yearly. With expertise and the expe-
rience of Seoul BritLED provides high quality luminaries to meet your lighting require-
ments.  
 
All our lighting solutions are backed by a secure warranty for a period of 2-5 years depend-
ent on the product but more importantly work to meet your payback objectives and to re-
duce your business operating costs. BritLED products are made in the UK and are available 
at very competitive prices. As manufacturers the company can provide OEM solutions on 
all their products for your brand.  
 
After a substantial amount of research and development BritLED have perfected the     
process of creating LED light engines to fulfil any lighting requirement whilst providing   
unsurpassed energy savings. 

BritLED is an innovative growing company based in 
Chesterfield England, who manufacture and design 
British made LED lighting products and solutions.  
The company has successful trading relationships with  
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BritLED aim to supply excellent quality British range of products and lighting solutions, 
which could help your organisation save vastly on your energy expenditure (Many of our 
products can save up to 50% energy comparing to regular incandescent bulbs or fluores-
cents) , integrate seamlessly into many property types, produces very little heat (stays cool 
to the touch) comparing to the other types of lights and also save huge sums on routine 
replacement maintenance due to the longevity of LED lighting (Long lifespan > 30,000-
50,000 hours) . 
 
In the UK BritLED works in partnership with the Carbon trust to comply with best environ-
mental practice and to deliver energy efficiency lights solutions to small and large busi-
nesses. 
 
For your requirements, tender pricing, or general enquiries, please feel free to contact our 
exclusive agent for Iraq: The Iraq UK Gateway.  

The company have spent over 20 months purely on          
research and development as well as designing and  
producing commercial internal and external LED     
products and lighting solutions, including  energy      
efficient external lighting in standard and solar format for applications where mains supply 
proves to be an issue. 
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We were one of the first companies in the UK to introduce glazing systems for use with 
multiwall polycarbonate and over the years we have expanded on the design of those sys-
tems and today we have products for securing multiwall and solid polycarbonate as well 
as glass and double glazed glass units onto both rafter supported structures and structural 
assemblies where spans of up to 4 metres (with multiwall) are required.  
 
We are primarily a UK supply business however we do also enjoy a very good relationship 
with a number of European stockists and distributors & we are interested in establishing a 
foothold in the Iraqi market. 
 
Around 20 years ago we developed our canopy business, a new product for the roof was 

launched called Multi-Link, a panellised system made in our factory. We glaze the multi-

wall polycarbonate inside the Multi-Link glazing system. The design of Multi-Link is fix and 

link, the benefit is a top quality product which is installed much quicker than traditional 

glazing systems. In recent years we have developed Multi-Link even further to incorporate 

solid polycarbonate sheet.   

Twinfix are pleased to be working alongside Iraq UK Gateway  
and look forward to a long and fruitful relationship. We were  
established in 1990 and our business is very simple; we are 
suppliers of polycarbonate sheet and aluminium glazing systems for roof & vertical glazing.  
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Designed with safety in mind, the topic of Non-Fragility is of 
great importance as everyone becomes more aware of the 
health & safety issues on building sites and the need to safe-
guard people working there. The Multi-Link system achieves the required Non-Fragility 
ratings – ACR(M)001:2014 ‘Test for Non-Fragility of Profiled Sheeting Roofing Assemblies’ 
 

Today our canopy business includes the design, manufacture, supply of canopies and walk-
ways, we look after everything from groundwork, fabrication and manufacture of the sup-
porting structural frame with the inclusion of windows, doors and roller shutters. Our mar-
kets include Education, Rail, Commercial, and Industrial and Retail as well as serving the 
traditional construction trades of Builders, Joiners, Glaziers and product for the DIY enthu-
siast. 
 
So what for the future, We are introducing thermally broken glazing systems in order to 
lower the U or K value in premises so energy saving can be achieved.  We believe we have 
the best quality glazing systems around, as we said earlier we were one of the first and to-
day work with a number of UK extruders to produce our products. Our polycarbonate is 
made in Germany by Bayer and is the world renowned Makrolon brand of multiwall and 
solid polycarbonate. 
 
Of course much more information is available on our website www.twinfix.co.uk, we    

look forward to receiving your enquiries through our exclusive agent for Iraq, the Iraq UK  

Gateway and assure you of our best attention at all times.  



 

 

                     Iraq UK Gateway Ltd 

                                        Liverpool , U.K 
 

Tel. : +44 (0) 1513240567 
          +964 (0) 7801000972 

Skype : Iraq-UK-Gateway 
             Web : www.Iraq-UK-Gateway.co.uk 
     E-mail :Contact@iraq-uk-gateway.co.uk 
 

 

 

 

         

 


